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GPS Fleet Management

Customized solutions with seamless
back-office integration, simple visual
reporting, and a unique app store
Integration options
AEMP  Altec  ARCOS

Fleet operations are under constant pressure to be more efficient while

ARI insights  AssetWorks

maintaining high industry standards – a challenge given today’s rising fuel

Navistar OnCommand

costs, dynamic road conditions, costly vehicle downtime, and questionable

Baldwin & Lyons Insurance

driver practices.

Chevin Fleet Solutions
ClickSoftware  Comdata

Assured Telematics Incorporated (ATI) is a leader in GPS fleet management,

FleetCor  Garmin  GreenMile

providing customized, cost-effective systems to companies large and small.

IBM WebSphere  IBM Maximo

What sets us apart from other fleet telematics providers is our engineering

Interactive Driving Systems (IDS)

talent. ATI customers benefit from customized solutions on standardized

Liberty Mutual Insurance

platforms, integration with dozens of back-office services like SAP, and the

SAP  Telogis Route

ability to extend system capabilities over time with downloadable apps.

TMW Systems Appian
US Bank Voyager Fleet
Ventyx
 Ask us about other options

What’s more, ATI solutions transform complex system data into easily
digestible reports that can be used immediately to improve operational
efficiencies.

Customized solutions
Geotab is the North American leader in fleet management with a unique
GPS measurement-based vehicle-tracking device, the GO6/7. ATI builds
customized solutions around this trusted device to meet individual needs,
giving customers the advantages of a tailored solution with the benefits of
a widely available platform. Geotab and ATI offer continual technology
development to safeguard customer investments for years to come.

Seamless integration



Notify drivers with
configurable in-cab
alerts for timely behavior
correction



Identify excess fuel users
and safety compliance
issues with driver score
cards



Get instant reports via
email on vehicle health
issues with real-time
diagnostic reporting



Monitor additional
mounted power
equipment with optional
sensor interfaces



Track all activities and
exceptions to time and
location with real-time
breadcrumbs



Monitor PTO usage for
driver productivity and
fuel consumption

Integration with existing back-office software is critical to maximizing
the benefits of fleet management systems. ATI has industry-leading
engineering capability, decades of telematics experience, and dozens
of integration partners to ensure telematics systems and back office
programs work smoothly together. We eliminate the manual effort of
mining data, ensure the immediacy of information, and reduce any
chance of error.

Simplified reporting
Fleet telematics systems generate mountains of driver, route, and vehicle
data. ATI solutions take these overwhelming and complex inputs to
produce detailed analysis on real-time activities and historical records.
Reports are highly visual and instantly readable with simple tables, charts,
maps, and more, tailored to each customer’s unique needs and goals.

Growth capabilities
Fleet telematics systems, like everything, must evolve as technology
progresses and companies grow. ATI uniquely provides a powerful
service to ensure customer solutions are expandable as needs change —
an app store with downloadable apps. This ensures new capabilities are
continually available for instant upgrades and expansion. Moreover,
custom-made apps, installed hassle-free with the click of a button, are
one of the hallmarks of an ATI solution.
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